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3.7 Front-End Electronics for the EUROBALL Neutron Wall
by D.Wolski, M.Moszyiiski PL9900052

The front-end electronics for the neutron wall in the EUROBALL system is under development. It
consists of a pulse shape discriminator based on a zero-^crossing principle, a time-of-flight channel and energy
channel, see Fig. 1. Moreover, the output signals corresponding to the neutron and y-ray multiplicity are
produced. A prototype of the electronics for two detector channels was designed and assembled in a NIM box
in the form of a stick-on card. The electronics was designed using 6 layer printed board and SMD technology.
The first test of n-y discrimination using 5"x5" BC501A liquid scintillator coupled to an XP4512B
photomultiplier and a Pu-Be neutron source show excellent performances of the electronics.
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Fig.l Block scheme of the front-end electronics.
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3.8 Set-up for Spectroscopy Measurements

by A.Dziedzic, C.Gorny, A.Grajda, W.Karnicki, J.Kucharski, M.Moszyiiski, D.Wolski

The spectrometry equipment for an environmental study is under development. The model of the detector
with 2 " x 2" NaI(Tl) scintillator and XP 3212 photomultiplier was designed and constructed. Test measurements
showed the energy resolution of 6.8 % for the 662keV y-rays from a 137Cs source. A high voltage power supply
with the voltage of 0 to 1.5 kV and a current output up to 2mA was designed.
A spectroscopy amplifier is under development.

3.9 Electronic Support for NA48 Experiment at CERN
by Z.Guzik and A.Chlopik

PL9900054

SINS contribution to NA48 experiment ("A Precision Measurement of g/g' in CP Violating
K° - > 2B Decays"), conducted actually in CERN, was to provide the experiment with three types of
sophisticated electronic modules designated for the main part of experiment apparatus, i.e. the Krypton
Calorimeter readout system.
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These modules are; Isolated Clock Fanout (NA48CKFO-F6916) - Fastbus, Optoisolated Cluster
Interconnect (OPTOCI-F6915) - Fastbus, and FOL-RIO Interface - VME. The designing phase of the project
was realised in 1995. Prototypes and modules testing in real experimental conditions were performed in 1996.
A more detailed description of these modules and phases can be found in previous issues of SINS Annual Report.
Our activities in 1997 were concentrated on mass production of modules, final testing and participation of data
acquisition. More than 150 modules in total were produced and put into operation. Fig.l presents the block
diagram of the experiment!s electronics. Our contributions are denoted by CI (Optoisolated Cluster Interconnect),
CK FANOUT (Isolated Clock Fanout) and RIO (FOL-RIO Interface).

The installed apparatus behaves very stably and reliably. Our further plans are concerned with
maintaining that apparatus in proper operational conditions.
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3.10 Contract for Apparatus for SPHERE Experiment on the Nuclotron in Dubna
(JINR)
by Z.Guzik, J.Charuba, A.Chlopik

According to the new contract with the Laboratory of High Energy Physics in Dubna JINR, Russia
signed in 1997, CAMAC modules of the multichannel coincidence register/Latch providing data storage in the
fast first level trigger were produced on the basis of the prototype module designed and tested by us. We were
taking part in the design of Data Acquisition System for SPHERE experiment. Work has been financed on the
basis of Polish cotribution to JINR.


